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The product is a smart carbon monoxide and combustible 
gas combo detector with voice prompt, insert the voice chip, 
microprocessor control, supports displaying of the gas 
concentration. This product is used to detect both the toxic 
carbon monoxide gas and combustible gas (such as 
liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, methane, etc). 
When trigger the detector, it will alarm with build-in siren. 
This detector adopts catalytic combustion method sensor 
and electrochemical sensor which is stable and reliable. 

Connect the detector to 90V-240V power， then 
will light up the indicator light and voice prompt 
as “Welcome to use voice gas and carbon monoxide 
 compound detector, for preheating”. It will display 
3 minutes counting 
when the gas detector is in starting-up.

2.  CONCENTRATION DISPLAYING
The LCD screen will display the concentration when 
carbon monoxide gas over 100PPM or combustible 
gas over  6% LEL（ lower explosive limit, equal 
to 3000PPM） . When carbon monoxide gas over 
1000PPM or combustible gas over  20% LEL(equal 
to 10,000PPM), the LCD screen will display “HHH”, 
means the concentration is over 999PPM.

When the combustible gas concentration is over 
0.3%LEL（equal to 3000PPM） , this detector 
will alarm and voice reminding: “attention please, 
gas leaking”; when the carbon monoxide concentration 
is over 100PPM, this detector will alarm and voice 
reminding: “attention please, carbon monoxide gas 
leaking, please open the window and the door.” 
At the same time, the LCD screen will show 
the concentration.

When the detector is in fault, the screen will display 

“FAIL” and the yellow indication light will light up.

5.  ALARM IN PROCESSING

When the concentration of carbon monoxide gas or 
combustible gas in the air reach or over alarm 

standard, the detector will go into the alarm  status, 

you'd better do as below:

1).  turn off the valve i ;

2). Open the door and the window for air circulation;

3). Call your emergency services, if it's a false alarm,

 please check if your installation place of this detector 

is suitable or not.

mmediately 

Alarm ：human voice prompt and siren alarm

Alarm concentration displaying：
carbon monoxide gas: 100PPM~999PPM (±50PPM)
combustible gas: 6%~20% LEL(3,000PPM~ 10, 
000PPM±1, 500PPM）

5.   This product is only used to reduce the accident, 
cannot make sure every time. Except use our detector 
in right way, please also pay more attention in your daily 
life and strengthen safety and security conciousness.
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F. TECHNICAL PARAMETER
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